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C[ART]outline

The Elements: 
What makes a great map?

 Background vs Foreground 

 Visual Hierarchy 

 Use of Color

 Custom Symbology & Fonts

 Map Generalization

 … Have some Fun! 



C[ART]elements

Background vs Foreground
 When creating a map, you want your background to be your canvas.

 The background should fall to the back and the data or message that you want 
to get across should pop off the page.

 Don’t be afraid to get creative and use associative colors, symbologies and 
icons for your foreground information. Tell the story as easily and effortlessly as 
possible!



Background is your canvas



Soft Terrain or Faded Aerial



Use Esri Basemaps



Bright, Attractive Symbols in Foreground



Use Interesting Icons and Fonts 



Associative Symbology

 ‘Travelcons’ is a great font that has a lot of cartographic elements 
and icons.
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Visual Hierarchy
 Now that we’ve covered how to create the background and foreground of our 

maps, let’s assign visual hierarchy to the foreground information.

 Visual hierarchy is the process of assigning levels of importance to your 
foreground data.

 Example: What are the most critical parts of your map, in order from most 
important to least important.









http://www.esri.com/esri-news/arcwatch/1013/
use-feathering-to-accentuate-the-area-of-interest-in-your-map
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Visual Hierarchy cont…
 Always be thinking about your message(s) or story you want to get across.

 The longer your reader has to spend figuring out the map message or story, the 
higher risk you run of them losing interest, or not wanting to figure out what it is 
that you’re trying to communicate.
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Color Theory & Use of Color
 “Color …  is used to heighten the experience without conscious awareness” 

– Donald Norman, Emotional Design

 Cartographic “rules”, standards and generally adopted conventions

 Think outside the box, choose colors based on context, or inspired by 
known and accepted sources



Water is Blue



Water is Blue



http://maps.google.com

Red is for “Bad”



Don’t Use Competing Colors, Usually



You Are Not Stuck With Defaults



http://gretchenpeterson.com/cartographers-toolkit.php



www.printmag.com/color/100-years-color-beautiful-color-combinations-20th-century/



www.colorexpert.com/books-by-leatrice/pantone-guide-to-communicating-with-color/



Color Brewer 2.0 
Color Advice for Cartography

http://colorbrewer2.org/



Handy Tool –
Colorpic

Iconico.com

Allows you to get RGB, HSV, and CMYK color 
breakdowns for items you see on screen.
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Custom Symbology & Fonts
 What is a styles library, and how do I save things I create there?

 You can avoid using default symbology by saving and reusing your customized 
your symbols in the symbol selector window. 



Save Custom
Symbols

Customized Styles files 
are saved on
your respective C:\ Drives



C:\Users\trysen\AppData\Roaming\ESRI\Desktop10.3\ArcMap
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Custom Symbology & Fonts cont…
 Create custom elements whenever you can to stand out from the rest.

 Save these custom symbols to your styles file for future use.
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Map Generalization
 Be sure not to overdo it!

 Keep your story in mind and be sure your map is telling that story.

 If you don’t need it, toss it!



Avoid Clutter, like Overlapping Labels



What Story Does This Tell?
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Have FUN!!!
 Break the rules!

 Utilize your extensions and try something new.

 Don’t be afraid to get creative and do something different… Think about other 
ways that you can display your data visually. Go for the ‘WOW’ factor!
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Have FUN!!! cont…
 Always be thinking about new ways to display information to get that ‘WOW’ 

factor!

 Use your ArcGIS extensions whenever possible to display data in different and 
interesting ways.
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The Elements: 
What makes a great map?

 Background vs Foreground 

 Visual Hierarchy 

 Use of Color

 Custom Symbology & Fonts

 Map Generalization

 … Have some Fun! 
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Delete this slide







Go Deep into the Character Symbols


